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Abstract
I present results on continuing updates in PDFs within the framework now called MMHT14 due to both theory
improvements and the inclusion of new data sets, including most of the up-to-date LHC data. A new set of PDFs is
essentially ﬁnalised, with no changes expected to the PDFs presented here.
It has been more than ﬁve years since the publication
of the global PDF analysis by MSTW titled ‘Parton
distributions for the LHC‘ [1]. Since then there have
been several signiﬁcant improvements in the data, in
particular from the measurements made at the LHC,
and it appears to be time for an new global PDF
analysis within the previous MSTW08 (but now called
MMHT14) framework.
As new data have become available they have been
compared to the predictions provided by the MSTW
PDFs. In the process we continued to use the extended
parametrisation with Chebyshev polynomials as well
as the freedom in deuteron nuclear corrections [2].
This leads to a change in the uV − dV–distribution.
Furthermore, we use the optimal GM-VFNS choice [3]
with its increased smoothing near the heavy ﬂavour
transition point. A small correction to the dimuon
production (ν+N → μ+μ−) has been taken into account
for the case where the charm quark is produced away
from the interaction point [4]. This has an impact,
albeit rather small, on the strange distribution. Further-
more, issues regarding the charm branching fraction
have been addressed. The value has been changed to
Bμ = 0.092 ± 10% from [5] where the uncertainty is
being fed into the PDFs. In the MMHT framework we
use the multiplicative deﬁnition of correlated uncertain-
ties instead of additive [6]. This way the uncorrelated
errors eﬀectively scale with the data.
1Speaker.
1. Changes in data sets
We include new data that were oﬃcially published at
the end of 2013.
There has been several additions of non-LHC sets,
which should be mentioned here. The HERA run I
neutral- and charged current data from both HERA and
ZEUS have been replaced with a full combined set
with treatment of the correlated errors [7]. The HERA
combined data on the Fc2(x,Q
2) structure function have
been included [8]. Furthermore published HERA data
for FL(x,Q2) measurements have been included as
well [9]. It has been decided to wait with the inclusion
of Run II H1 and ZEUS until their combined data are
available.
A whole range of Tevatron data sets have been included:
CDF W–asymmetry data [10], D0 electron asymmetry
data (pT > 25GeV, 0.75fb−1) [11] and D0 muon asym-
metry data (pT > 25GeV, 7.3fb−1) [12]. In addition,
the ﬁnal numbers for CDF Z-rapidity data have been
taken into account [13]. Overall, the inclusion of the
mentioned sets do not have a major impact on the
PDFs. The impact on αS is rather moderate, too, with
it changing to αS = 0.1199 from αS = 0.1202 at NLO,
and changing to αS = 0.1181 from αS = 0.1171 at
NNLO.
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Figure 1: Upper pane: the change in NLO gluon distribution when
including LHC data. Lower pane: the change in uncertainty when
including LHC data. The central value for MMHT without LHC is
also shown.
2. Inclusion of LHC data
2.1. W±, Z and tt¯
The inclusion of LHC data has been vastly facili-
tated by software such as FastNLO, APPLGrid, MCFM,
DYNNLO and FEWZ. For instance, ATLAS W± and Z–
rapidity data can be included directly in the ﬁt [14]. Be-
fore this inclusion the global ﬁt yielded χ2 ∼ 1.6 per
point at NLO and χ2 ∼ 2 per point at NNLO. After in-
clusion of the mentioned sets the value is brought down
to χ2 ∼ 1.3 at NLO, with the strongest pull being that
on the gluon PDF. At NNLO the value is also brought
down to χ2 ∼ 1.3, with the largest impact being that on
the strange distribution.
Whereas MSTW08 ﬁts showed a poor behaviour
for the u–quark valence distribution at low x, this
is no longer an issue with the new parametrisation
used, and the inclusion of LHC data leads to further
improvements. Apart from including the ATLAS
W, Z already mentioned, in MMHT, we also include
CMS data on W–asymmetry (W’s decaying into lep-
tons) [15, 16], CMS Z–rapidity data [17], LHCb data
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Figure 2: Upper pane: the change in NLO distribution of light ﬂavour
quarks when including LHC data. Lower pane: the change in uncer-
tainty. The central value for MMHT without LHC is also shown.
on W±–production and Z → e+e− [18, 19], which all ﬁt
well at NLO. ATLAS high mass Drell-Yan data is also
included and ﬁts well, too.
More recently, we have also included the available
data on tt¯–production. More speciﬁcally this includes
the combined cross section measurement from D0 and
CDF as well as all published data from ATLAS and
CMS at
√
S = 7TeV and one point at 8TeV. In doing so
we have used mt =172.5±1 GeV. Both NLO and NNLO
ﬁts behave well, with the NLO ﬁt prefering masses
slightly below 172.5 GeV and NNLO slightly above.
2.2. Jet data
At NLO CMS jet data at
√
S = 7TeV [20] together
with ATLAS
√
S = 7TeV [21] and
√
S = 2.76TeV
data [22] have been included in the ﬁt. The simultane-
ous ﬁt with both the CMS and ATLAS jet data sets lead
to visible improvements, with the biggest improvement
being that for the CMS data.
The CMS experiment has released an update to the jet
data [23]. Previously the single pion uncertainties were
published correlated, but recently a decision within the
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Figure 3: Upper pane: the change in NNLO gluon distribution when
including LHC data. Lower pane: the change in uncertainty when
including LHC data. The central value for MMHT without LHC is
also shown.
collaboration was made to decorrelate the single pion
systematics. In practice this means the single pion
source of uncertainty has been split into ﬁve parts. We
have taken the decorrelated systematics into account in
our ﬁts. This leads to an improvement for these data
with χ2 going from an initial 180 down to 140 and no
major change in the PDFs.
2.2.1. Jet data at NNLO
When considering inclusive jet production at NNLO
in the context of PDF ﬁts the situation is far less
unanimous than at NLO. While the usage of threshold
corrections in the context of Tevatron jet data is well
justiﬁed [24] as production there happens near thresh-
old, in general, the situation is diﬀerent for LHC data.
Of course, for highish-x it is similar at both experiments
but the frequency at which production happens near
threshold is much lower than at the Tevatron. The
threshold corrections tend to increase signiﬁcantly as
we move away from threshold and, as a consequence,
the quality of the ﬁt deteriorates [25].
The calculation of full ﬁxed-order NNLO corrections
for jet production are nearing completion [26, 27].
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Figure 4: Upper pane: the change in NNLO gluon distribution when
including LHC data. Lower pane: the change in uncertainty when
including LHC data. The central value for MMHT without LHC is
also shown.
Preliminary results already give some indications of the
full form of the corrections. Near threshold the agree-
ment with previous existing corrections is good but as
we move away from threshold we can expect (positive)
large corrections. In [28] threshold corrections have
been compared to full ﬁxed order calculations for
the gg–channel at NNLO for both the Tevatron and
LHC. While the discrepancy between threshold and
ﬁxed order corrections remains below a certain level
at the Tevatron, usually not more than 30-50% at high
rapidity then at the LHC the discrepancy reaches levels
of several hundred percent at high rapidity and low pT .
This strongly illustrates the need for full ﬁxed order
corrections in the theory description.
In MMHT we have investigated how sensitive the
NNLO ﬁts are to varying the K–factors. In order to do
so, we applied very approximate NNLO corrections
(ad hoc K–factor parametrisations) with positive cor-
rections of ∼5%-20%. The eﬀects of applying a small
and a large K–factor is show in Table 1. Neither of
the K-factors change the PDFs much, with the smaller
K–factor being the preferred. The changes are small
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compared to the uncertainty, and although the ﬁt is
slightly worse than at NLO it remains comparable.
2.3. Doubly diﬀerential Drell-Yan at CMS
In the process of including LHC data into the PDF
ﬁts the doubly diﬀerential Drell-Yan data at CMS have
been taken into account as well [29]. The comparison
between data and theoretical predictions at both NLO
and NNLO are shown in Fig. 2.4 for the two lowest
mass bins. It seen that the NLO theory prediction
describes the data rather poorly in the lowest mass bin,
while NNLO is visibly closer to data. Things improve
as we move higher up in mass. The LO component is
very small in the lowest mass bin and what we see is
the qualitative diﬀerence in description by the NLO and
NNLO corrections in the low-mass limit.
2.4. Results
In Figs. 1 and 2 the impact of including LHC data on
the gluon distribution and the light quark distributions,
respectively, is shown at NLO. It is clear that the impact
is limited in size with the most visible diﬀerences man-
ifesting themselves at very low- and high x.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the impact of LHC data at NNLO
on the gluon- and strange distributions, respectively. In
the gluon case the change is rather moderate and, again,
the uncertainty is lowered, generally. The strange dis-
tribution is seen to be aﬀected signiﬁcantly with the un-
certainty becoming larger. This is predominantly due to
the introduction of the charm to muon branching ratio of
Bμ = 0.092 with the sizeable accompanying uncertainty
of ±10%. At NNLO we extract the value αS = 0.1172.
The overall eﬀect of including LHC data has been sum-
marised in Table 2. For NLO we see that the quality
of the ﬁt is improved by including LHC data and only
in the case of the high-mass ATLAS Drell-Yan data are
very slightly worse. In the NNLO case there is an over-
all improvement for all data, including the high-mass
ATLAS Drell-Yan.
3. Conclusions
In the past years there has been ongoing work on up-
dating the PDFs and an oﬃcial PDF update is to be re-
leased very soon.
In the process we have seen the inclusion of the most
up-to-date HERA and Tevatron data. Furthermore the
most relevant published LHC data have been included
as well: ATLAS, CMS and LHCb W, Z–data, tt¯–cross
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Figure 5: The two lowest mass bins for the doubly diﬀerential Drell-
Yan cross section at CMS.
section data and all published ATLAS and CMS inclu-
sive jet data, though the latter are currently not included
at NNLO.
Inclusion of the mentioned data has so far had very few
dramatic eﬀects on the PDFs. The largest eﬀect has
been on the strange quark distribution (and mainly at
NNLO) and low–x valence quarks, the latter largely due
to change in methodology and newer data.
Currently there is some uncertainty in the manner the
available NNLO corrections may aﬀect the ﬁts to jet
data. Due to this it has been decided to wait with the
inclusion of LHC jet data at NNLO until the full ﬁxed
order NNLO calculations are ﬁnalised.
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